Abstract. Let (X, c) be a Cech closure space. By Wf(X, c), we denote the family of all /-proximities on X which induce c. Under suitable restrictions on /, it is proved that (%flA\X, c),c) is a complete distributive lattice.
cn is called the closure operator induced by II. Moreover, cn is an R0 closure operator on X. Definition 2.4. Let 91 be the family of all ordered pairs (II, @) where n is a proximity and © is a grill on the same set. By a grill operator f, we shall mean a function defined on 91 and satisfying (i)/(II,@)Gr(AYn))and (IL ©2) for all proximities II and for all grills ©,, ©2 on the same set.
The class A2 consists of all grill operators / for which /(II, U ie/ ©,) C U [f(Ti, ©,): i G /] is valid for all proximities n and for an arbitrary collection [©,: / G /] of grills on the same set.
The class M consists of grill operators / for which /(II,, ©) c /(II2, ©) is valid for all grills © and for all proximities II" II2 on the same set satisfying n, c n2.
The grill operator/is said to be in the class I iff f(TLx, ©) = /(n2, ©) for all grills © and for all proximities II,, II2 on the same set satisfying cn = cn . Remark 2.6. The knowledgeable reader will observe that there is a change in our definitions of the grill operator/,/-proximity and the classes AX,A2, M and / from Thron's original definitions in [10] .
A large number of grill operators beyond the six (i, r, b, h, e, s) originally given by Thron [10] are known. These can be found in R. Ori [7] among others. For r and h we list the formulations below rather than the original definitions in [10] .
We also list the definition of t as given in [7] . 3. The order structure of (TtA[X, c),c). For the case f-e studies in this direction go back to Dooher and Thron [3] , whereas for / = / and / = b, Thron and Warren [10] , [11] have investigated the order structure of (%ft/(X, c),c). Their success has led us to the investigations described below. The main results of Thron and Warren [10] , [11] are special cases of our main theorem of this section. The knowledgeable reader will observe that the main theorem also generalises a result of Thron [10, Theorem 7.7.9] The details of the proof of Theorem 3.1 are omitted since they can be found in Cech [2] .
Theorem 3.2. 77ie lattice (W(X),£) is distributive.
The details of the proof of Theorem 3.2 can be found in Thron and Warren [11] . Since lia is an/-proximity we have, using (1) , that Bj G Tla(D¡) for each a G T.
Thus 5 G n(£>) and hence/(TI, n(£>)) c II(i>).
Case II./ G y4, n L Since/ G / and each lia G Ttj(X, c) and cn<t = cn = c, it follows that /(n, Ua(Di)) = /(na, na(A)) C Ua(Di) for each a G T. The argument is now completed in the same way as in Case I.
This completes the proof. Proof. For any nonempty subfamily [lia: a 6 T] of SDÍ/A, c), the gib, /\[IIa : a ET], belongs to fflÁ\X, c). This, in fact, is the conclusion of Proposition 3.3. In particular, n, A ü2 G 2JÎ/A", c) for any two n" n2 G aft/A", c).
Let n,, n2 be any two elements in Wl¿(X, c). We know that n, V ü2 = n, u n2 is a proximity on X such that cn un = c. Also for any A c X, we have /(n, v n2, (n, v n2)(A)) = fiux u n2, n,(^) u n2(^i)) cn,(>i)un2(^) = (nIvn2)(^),
Since / G Ax n / and n" n2 are /-proximities. Thus n, V n2 G SDc/A", c). It may be pointed out that the gib and lub of any two elements in Wlj( X, c) are the same as in the lattice (TI(X),e). Consequently, it follows that (Wlj(X, c),c) is a sublattice of the distributive lattice (Wt(X),c) and hence is itself distributive.
Combining Propositions 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and using the fact that A2 c Ax, we obtain our main result. Remark. Since [i, r, b] c A2 n /, it follows that the above theorem holds for / = i, r and b. Ori [7] has proven that 3Jte(X, c) has a largest element iff (X, c) is completely regular and locally compact; each UDÎ,^» c) and 3Rh(X, c) has a largest element iff (X, c) is regular and locally compact. We thus have the following. 
